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1. Introduction 
In his 1990 Nobel lecture， Markowitz [1991] addressed what distinguishes portfolio theory 
合ommicroeconomics is that uncertainty plays a crucial role in investor behavior and the model 
can be used to direct practice in portfolio management. The Markowitz mean司 varianceapproach 
analyzes how investors construct their optimal portfolios. Their investment decisions are based 
upon their expectations about the future performances of available tinancial assets. The future 
performances are uncertain and cannot be known in advance precisely. J) Thus， the ability to assess 
1) lf investors know future retums on financial asets with ceはamty，白eywil invest in only one aset which has出E
highest future retum. Therefore， under the condition of certainty， portfolio diversification would not be a common 





precisely the future perfoηnances is of paramount importance to the practical appIication of the 
portfolio theory. 
In discussing uncertainty of future performances， the mean-variance analysis postulates that 
security returns are normally distributed and rational investor behavior might be specified by the 
expected utiIity theory. On the basis of these assumptions， return and risk are defined as the mean 
of security returns and its variance， respectively. In practice， stock returns distributions are， 
however， not exactly normaIIy distributed. This fact throws some problems into the mean-variance 
analysis theoreticaIIy and empiricaIIy. 
The pu中oseof this paper is to reconsider these basic assumptions of mean-variance analysis 
and examine their appropriateness. The assumption regarding the nature of the underiying 
distribution of stock returns is closely related to the rationaIity of not only the mean-variance 
analysis but also statistical inference typical to empirical research. In Section 2， we consider the 
normal distribution hypothesis. Historical stock returns distributions are analyzed and the issue of 
how these distributions are approximated to the normal distribution is examined. In Section 3， 
investors' preferences toward risk are classified by using the concept of expected utiIiり'， andsome 
utility functions applicable to the risk-averse investor are investigated. Thereafter， the question of 
whether mean and variance are appropriate criteria for portfoIio choice is discussed. In Section 4， 
the mean-variance efficient frontier is presented and the essence of risk reduction through 
portfoIio diversification is considered. FinaIIy， we make some comments on the usefulness of 
mean-variance analysis and its Iimitations. 
2. Normal Distribution Hypothesis 
2.1. Mean， Variance， and Higher Moments 
The objective of investors is to maximize their rate of return or， more precise弘theterminal 
value (wealth) of their investment. Markowitz [1952] deals with uncertainty by viewing the rate of 
return as a random variable， i.e吋 avariable whose value is decided by chance. Denote the stock 
price at time t by ~ and assume for simplicity that this stock pays no dividends. The simple net 
return R， on the stock between times t -1 and t isdefined as 
(2・1)
The time series data of the stock return R， is a set of random variables R" R2'・ ，R，.
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random) process， and a concrete set of data can be regarded as a particular realization of the 
underlying stochastic process. In other words， a random variable can be described by examining 
the process that generates its values. This process is called the probability distribution. With regard 
to prediction， a future observation R(+) can be thought of as having been generated by a 
conditional p帥 abilitydistribution function P帆ポ1>…，R()， 伽 tis， a p帥 abilitydistribution 
for R(+) given the past observations R)， R2 ，…，R(・Markowitz[1991， p.470] mentions that a 
rational investor would act according to (subjective) "probability beliefs" about security retums， 
but their beliefs would combine exactly as do objective probabilities. Security retums are 
characterized by their randomness. Therefore， the types of uncertainty conceming security retums 
must be considered by the probability distribution of R(. 
A probability distribution is described mainly in terms of its mean and variance， which in 
tum are defined in te口ns of the expectations operator E. Conceming stock retums 
R)，R2'…，Rい themean is the expected return of the stock， and the variance (or， standard 
deviation) is regarded as a measure ofrisk. The expected return ofthe stock E(R) is defined as a 
possibility-weighted average of its return， which is given by: 
(2・2) E(R) = R = Pr(R) )R) + Pr(R2 )R2 +…+Pr(RT)RT 
=ヱPr(鳥)ベ
T 
where tニlム ，Tand Pr(R() is the p帥 ability伽 tベocωs，エPr(町二1.
(=) 
Its variance is given by 
(2・3)
T T 
Var(R) =σ2 _ヱPr(鳥)[κ -E(R)]2=L，P帆)[具-Rl
(=) (=) 
The variance in equation (2・3)is in itself an expectation， since 
(2・4)σ2= E [R( -E(R)]2 
In investigating the shape of a probability distribution， we 0食enneed to take into account 
higher moments of the distribution. In addition to mean (the first central moment) and variance 
(the second central moment)， there areれ，¥/0other measures often used to describe a probability 
distribution: skewness (the third moment) and kurtosis (the fourth moment). The third and fourth 
moments ofthe distribution around its mean value are defined as: 
qυ 「ひ
(2-5) Third moment: E [R -E(R)]3 
(2・6) Fourth moment: E[R-E(R)t 
Skewness is a measure of the asymmetry of a distribution. For symmetric distributions， 
skewness is zero， while the skewness wiIl be positive if the long taiI is in the positive direction; 
conversely， it wiI be negative if the long taiI is in the negative direction (Figure 1). One measure 
of skewness is defined as the square of the third moment about the mean divided by the cube of 
















































The second moment about the mean is simply the variance. When the distribution of stock returns 
exhibits a skewed distribution， the variance does not provide a fuI description of risk. To see why， 
consider the three probabiIity distributions of Figure 1. (A) has likely losses and gains equal 
around the mean. (8) is characterized by more Iikely but smaIl losses and les likely but extreme 
gains. (C) has a completely converse paはemto (8). A risk-averse investor wiII prefer (8) to (c) 
because "bad suゅrises"(the occu汀enceofvalue below the mean) in (8)， although more Iikely， are 
smaII and limited in magnitude. 
Kurtosis is a measure of the thickness of the tails of the distribution. A commonly used 
measure of kurtosis is defined as the fourth moment about the mean divided by the square of the 
second moment， which is given by: 
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-2 。 2 3 4 
Source : Gujarati [195] ， p.770 
(2・8)
K = _E_[R-E(R)]4 
{E [R -E(R)]2}2 
The distribution with values of K les than 3 are called platykurtic and those with values greater 
than 3 are called leptokurtic (Figure 2). 
2.2. Normal Approximation Rule 
The assumption of normally distributed security returns is very convenient to forecast future 
performances because any normal distribution can be completely defined by its mean and variance， 
consistent with mean-variance analysis. When the random variable R follows a normal 
distribution with parametersμand σ2 ， the following three properties hold. First， the mean of 
the random variable is μ: 
(2-9) E(R) =μ 
Second， the variance ofthe random variable is σ2. 
(2・10) Var(R) = E[(R-μ)2] =σ2 
Third， the shape of the probability density function is a symmetric bell-shaped curve centered on 
the meanμ(see (A) in Figure 1). Thus， any normal distribution is completely characterized by 
its mean and variance.2) 
The central limit theorem has great importance in providing theoretical justification of the 
2) The random variable R that folows a normal distribution with meanμand variance 02 is writen R~N(μ ， σ2). 
A normal distribution with mean 0 and variance 1 is caled the standard normal distribution， Z~N(O， I) . The 
properties ofthe normal distribution a代 shownin Newbold [195]， p. 195 
55-
n consider we Suppose analysis. mean-vanance the In hypothesis distribution normal 
and μ having identical distributions with mean R1，R2'・ RI1independent random variables 
σ2 . Their sum is denoted by: 
Rニ R1+R2 +…+Rn = LRi 
vanance 
(2司 11)
The mean and variance of R are 
E(R)ニ nμ(2-12) 
Var(R) = nσ2 (2-13) 
and dividing by the standard deviation E(R) For any random variable， subtracting the mean 











~Var(R) yields a random variable 
(2-14) 
σ2 is finite， the central limit theorem is that E=R1 +R2 +…+R!:!..=互.Provided that 
n n 
whatever the distribution of the Ri' as 
where 
tends to the n becomes large， the distribution of Z 
standard normal. This is referred to as the normal approximation rule， which has a remarkably 
wide range of applicability in financial econometrics. 
According to the central limit theorem， we can find two important implications. First， it
Ri happen to be合omthe normal population， the sample mean folIows the implies that if the 
normal distribution regardless of the sample size. Second， it states that whatever the distribution 
Ri ， provided their variance σ2 is finite， (non-normal) of a set of independent random variables 
A(= R/n) of a moderately large number n of them R(=R1 +R2 +…+ Rn) or average the sum 
will be a random variable with a distribution close to the normal.3) 
Bodie， Kane and Marcus [1999] show data that support the normal approximation rule in 
stock returns， which implies that， even if individual stock returns are not exactly normally 
distributed， the distribution of returns of a large portfolio will bear a close resemblance to a normal 
distribution. Table 1 summarizes the results of one-year investments in many portfolios selected 
n in each portfolio are 1， 
3) The centrallimit theorem is a basic theorem in stat隠れcs.See Newbold [1995]， pp. 207-209， Gujarati [1999]， pp. 78-






randomly合omNYSE stocks合om1926 to 1965. The numbers ofstocks 
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Table 1 
Freqlency Distribution of Rates ofRetlm from a One-Year Investment 
in Randomly Selected Portfolios rom NYSE-Listed Stocks 
n~1 n~8 n~32 n~128 
Statistic Observed Nonnal Observed Nonnal Observed Nonnal Observed Nonal 
Minimum -71.1 NA -12.4 NA 6.5 NA 16.4 NA 
5th centile -14.4 -39.2 8.1 4.6 17.4 16.7 2.7 2.6 
20th centile -.5 6.3 16.3 16.1 2.2 2.3 25.3 25.3 
50th centile 19.6 28.2 26.4 28.2 27.8 28.2 28.1 28.2 
70th centile 38.7 49.7 3.8 35.7 31.6 32.9 30.0 30.0 
95th centile 96.3 95.6 54.3 51.8 40.9 39.9 34.1 3.8 
Maximum 42.6 NA 136.7 NA 73.7 NA 43.1 NA 
Mean 28.2 28.2 28.2 28.2 28.2 28.2 28.2 28.2 
Standard deviation 41.0 41.0 14.4 14.4 7.1 7.1 3.4 3.4 
Skewness(M，l 25.4 。 8.7 。 4.5 。 17.7 。
Sample size 1，27 131，072 32，768 16，384 
Source : Bodie， Kane and Marcus [1999] ， p.170.(based on data from Fisher and Lorie [1970]). 
8， 32， and 128. The percentiles of the distribution of returns for each portfolio are compared to 
what one would have expected企omportfoIios identical in mean and variance but drawn合oma 
normal distribution. For the single-stock portfoIio (n = 1 )， the departure of the return distribution 
合omnormaIity is substantiaI. Comparing the normal distribution with the same meanμand 
standard deviation σwith the single-stock portfolio， we would expect the fifth percentile stock 
to lose 39.2%， but it actuaIIy lost 14.4%. As the number of stocks incIuded in the portfoIio 
increases from 1 to 8， 32， and then 128， actual distributions ofthe returns become guite similar to 
the hypothetical normaIIy distributed portfoIio. 
Most empirical work in finance prefers to use lognormal since it is assumed that the changes 
of log prices， rather than the absolute change of prices， are independent random variables 
(Bouchaud and Potters [2000]， p. 9). Thus， a sensible alternative assumption about distributions is 
lognormal distribution. In this case we deal with continuously compounded returns. The 
assumption that the continuously compounded returns r， are normaIIy distributed means 
lognormal distribution of η. 
As shown in equation (2-1)， the simple net return R( on a stock between times t -1 and t 
IS: 
(2・1) R. =.!J. ， -~-I 




where ~ is the value of wealth on the stock at time t. 
The stock's gross return over the most recent k periods企omtime t -k to time t， written 
1 + Rt (k)， is equaI to the product ofthe k single-period returns企omt -k + 1 to t: 
(2・16) I+Rt(k) = (l+Rt)(I+Rtー1)…(I+ Rt-k+l) 
- ~ ~-I ~は ~-k+1 _ ~ 
~-I ~-2 ~-3 ~-k ~-k 
(2・17) ベ(k)=会 -1
't-k 
Hence， the stock's net return over the most recent k periods， Rt (k)， issimply equal to its k-
period gross return minus one. These multiperiod returns are caIIed compounded retums. 
The difficulty ofmanipulating this muItiplicative process of compounded retums in modeling 
stock returns can be avoided by using logarithmic function. By putting equation (2-15) into natural 
Iog form， the natural logarithrn of its gross retum rt is given by: 
(2-18) η三 Ioge既 =loge (1 + Rt) =凡子了=丸一Pt-I
where Pt三 loge~ and ηis caIIed the stock's continuously compounded retum or log retum. 
The stock's continuously compounded retum is expressed as the first-difference of Pt・4)
There are three main reasons for using changes in log return rather than simple retum (Fama 
[1965]， pp. 45-46). First， the change in log price is the yield， with continuous compounding，合om
holding the stock for that day. Second， taking Iogarithms seems to neutraIize most of the price 
leveI effect of the stock since the variability of simple price changes for a given stock is an 
increasing function ofthe price level ofthe stock. Third， the change in log price (iふ， Iog return) is 
4) The advantages of using continuously compounded retums become apparent when we consider multiperiod retums 
since a multiplicative operation is converted to an aditive operation by taking logarithms. 
r，(k) = log[l + R，(k)] = 10g[(1 + R，)・(1+ R，~，) …(1 + R'_k+1 )] 
= log(l + R，) + log(l + R，~，)+… +log(I+R， ト，)
=円 +r，ー，+…+rl_k+! 
The continuously compounded multiperiod retum is simply the sum of continuously c泊mpoundedsingle~period 
retums. In adition， this simplification is far easier for deriving the time-series properties of aditive processes than 
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very close to the percentage price change for changes less than :t 15 percent. 
The log normal distribution for three values ofσhas positive skewness (Figure 3). The 
shape of the lognormal distribution is attractive for some researchers who are interested in the 
issue of skewness preference for an investor and 市 impacton portfolio selection. If three 
moments are important to the investor， the portfolio choice is best represented in three-
dimensional space with mean on one axis， variance on the second， and skewness on the third. The 
e伍cientset would be exhibited by the outer shell of the feasible set wIth maximum expected 
retum， minimum variance， and maximum positive skewness. 
On the other hand， there are some shortcomings of the lognormal distribution. First， like 
variance， the skewness of a portfolio depends on the joint movement (covariance) of stocks. One 
needs to calculate a great number of estimates of joint movement of stocks to measure the 
skewness. Second， the lognormal distribution is not consistent with al the properties of statistical 
stock retums， which shall be discussed in the next section.S) 






Source: Bodie，Kane and Marcus [199] ， p.171.(Base on Atchison， J. and J.A.C.Brown [1976]. 
The Lognorma/ Distribution， Cambridge University Pres.) 
5) The retums show weak evidence of skewness and strong evidence of exces kurtosis at short horizons. Moreover， 
sample estimates of skewness of daily US stock retums tend to be negative for stock indexes but c10se to zero or 







2.3. Modeling Return Distributions 
Fama [1965] points out that the normal distribution hypothesis on security retums was not 
seriously questioned until the work of Mandelbrot [1963]， whose main assertion is the presence of 
leptokurtosis in empirical distributions. Afterwards， numerous researchers have studied the nature 
of the distributions of stock retums. The primary concem of these studies was directed toward 
accurate description of the distribution. More recently， the issues of skewness preference and of its 
impact on portfoIio choice have been addressed. 
According to empirical research since the earIy 1960s， stock retums distributions are 
characterized by the 'stylized facts' of fat tails and high peakness-excess kurtosis-and are often 
skewed (see Manderbrot [1963]， Fama [1965]， Alderfer and Bierman [1970]， Kon [1984]， 
Badrinath and Cha抗erjee[1988]， CampbelI， Lo and MacKinlay [1997]， and MilIs [1999]). For 
example， Figure 4 iIustrates the distribution of London FT30 daily retums仕om1935 to 1994 (the 
solid curve) as weII as the normal distribution (the dashed curve). 
CampbeIl， Lo and MacKinlay [1997] reports the distributions of stock retums仕omthe 
Center for Research in Securities Prices (CRSP) for 1962 to 1994， whose descriptive distributional 
statistics are shown in Table 2. Sample moments are caIculated for value-and equal-weighted 
indexes of stocks Iisted on the New York Stock Exchange (NYSE) and American Stock Exchange 
(AMEX)， and for ten individual stocks. In Panel A， the daily index retums have extremely high 
sample excess kurtosis， 34.92 and 26.03 respectively， a clear sign of fat tails. For daily individual 
stock retums， their excess kurtosis estimates range合om3.35 to 59.4. The skewness estimates are 
negative for the daily index retums，ー1.33and ・0.93respectively， which implies there is a greater 
possibility of large faIs in price than large increases. This seems to be consistent with our 
knowledge of the nature of market crashes. However， for the individual stock retums， the 
skewness estimates are generaIIy positive， ranging合om・0.18to 2.25. In Panel B， sample statistics 
estimates for monthly retums show considerably les leptokurtic behavior than daily retums. The 
main feature of the empirical distributions is the presence of some degree of leptokurtosis for 
every stock， which is more peaked in the center and has longer tails than the normal distribution. 
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Table2 Stock Market Returns，1962 to 1994. 
Standard Excess 
Security Mean Deviation Skevmess Kurtosis Minimum Maximum 
Panel A:Daily Returns 
Value-Weighted Index 0.044 0.82 -1.33 34.92 -18.10 8.87 
Equal-Weighted Index 0.073 0.76 -0.93 26.03 -14.19 9.83 
Intemational Business 
0.039 1.42 -0.18 12.48 -22.96 II.72 
Machines 
General Signal Corp 0.054 1.66 0.01 3.35 -13.46 9.43 
WrigleyCo. 0.072 1.45 -0.00 11.03 -18.67 11.89 
Interlake Corp 0.043 2.16 0.72 12.35 -17.24 23.08 
Raytech Corp. 0.050 3.39 2.25 59.40 -57.90 75.00 
Ampco・PittsburghCo中・ 0.053 2.41 0.66 5.02 -19.05 19.18 
Energen Co叩 0.054 1.41 0.27 5.91 -12.82 11.11 
General Host Corp. 0.070 2.79 0.74 6.18 -23.53 22.92 
Garan Inc 0.079 2.35 0.72 7.13 -16.67 19.07 
Continental Materials Corp. 0.143 5.24 0.93 6.49 -26.92 50.00 
Panel B:Montltfy Returns 
Value-Weighted Index 0.96 4.33 -0.29 2.42 -21.8 I 16.51 
Equal-Weighted Index 1.25 5.77 0.07 4.14 -26.80 33.17 
Intemational Business 
0.81 6.18 -0.14 0.83 -26.19 18.95 
Machines 
General Signal Corp. 1.17 8.19 -0.02 1.87 -36.77 29.73 
WrigleyCo 1.5 I 6.68 0.30 1.31 -20.26 29.72 
Interlake Corp 0.86 9.38 0.67 4.09 -30.28 54.84 
Raytech Co叩ー 0.83 14.88 2.73 22.70 -45.65 142.11 
Ampco・PittsburghCorp. 1.06 10.64 0.77 2.04 -36.08 46.94 
Energen Co中. 1.10 5.75 1.47 12.47 -24.61 48.36 
General Host Corp. 1.33 11.67 0.35 1.11 -38.05 42.86 
Garan Inc 1.64 11.30 0.76 2.30 -35.48 51.60 
Continental Materials Corp. 1.64 17.76 1.13 3.33 -58.09 84.78 
Source: Campbell， Lo and Mackinlay [1997]， p.2 1. 
Notes: Summary statistics for daily and monthly retums (in percent) ofCRSP equal-and value-weighted stock indexes and 
ten individual securities continuously listed over the entire sample period from July 3，1962 to December 30，1994 
Individual securities are selected to represent stocks in each size decile 
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Source: Mils [1999]， p.l79. 
The central limit theorem is only concemed with the central region of stock retums 
distributions. As mentioned above， historical distributions of stock returns in the tails for finite n， 
however， can be very different合omthe normal distribution prediction. The central Iimit theorem 
simply assures that these tails regions are driven more and more towards large values of R when 
n grows， and their associated probability is smaIIer and smaIIer (Bouchaud and Potters [2000]， pp. 
23-25). The extreme taiIs of the distribution correspond to the most dangerous f1uctuations. Thus， 
their nature is of great importance for risk controI. 
Empirical studies in the 1 960s and early 1970s attempt怠dto capture the fat-tailed and highly 
peaked stylized fact about stock returns by modeling the distribution of continuously compounded 
retums as a member of the stable class of distributions， which includes the normal as a special 
case. In the context of the central limit theorem， Mandelbrot [1963] introduces the stable Pareto-
Levy or stable Paretian distributions to describe the price changes of some financial assets since 
their tails are much f1atter than those ofnormal distributions， as shown in Figure 5.6) 
The stable distributions ar右 anatural generalization of the normal approximation rule in that 
they are stable under addition; i.e.， a sum of stable random variables is also a stable random 
variable， which seems to be derived合ひmthe first implication ofthe centrallimit the⑪rem. More 
precisely， this demonstrates that if the limiting distribution of an appropriately scaled sum of 
independent and identically distributed random variables exists then it must be a member of the 
stable class， even if these random variables have infinite variance. This argument differs合'omthe 
usuaI central limit theorem on the point that it assumes行nitevariance. More importantly， itcan 
apply to our analysis of return distributions in the sense that， ifdaily returns follow a stab¥e 
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Source : Bouchaud and Poters [2000] ， p.l3 
Note : The smaller μ， the sharper the ' body' of the distribution， and the fater the tails， 
ぉ ilustratedin the inset. 
distribution， then weekly， monthly， and annual retums can be considered as the sum of daily 
returns. This is referred to as the stability or invariance under the addition property of stable 
distributions (Mills [1999]， p.183). 
However， these stable distributions are less commonly used today since they make theoretical 
modeling so difficult. Almost al of the standard finance theories require finite second moments of 
returns， whereas they imply that sample estimates of the variance will tend to increase as the 
sample size increases. In practice， these estimates seem to converge as the sample size increases 
(Campbell， Lo and MacKinlay [1997]， pp. 17・19).
Recent research tends to model returns as drawn合oma fat-tailed distribution with finite 
higher moments， or as drawn仕oma mixture of distributions. For instance， Badrinath and 
Chatterjee [1988] analyses skewness and kurtosis in returns distributions by fitting g， h and 
g x h distributions. 
3. Maxirnization of Expected Utility 
3.1. Risk Attitudes 
Rational investor behavior under unce口aintycan be discussed by the utility function 
introducing the concept of expected uti1ity. According to the expected utility theory， investors 
should choose a strategy that maximizes expected utility. A utility function U about investor 
-63-
behavior is given by: 
(3・1) U = U(W) 
where W is wealth.7) For simplicity， we make two assumptions about the utility function. First， 
the utility function is assumed to be at least twice differentiable at al wealth levels， which implies 
continuity of the utility function. The first derivative of the utility function (the marginal utility of 
wealth) is always positive， U'(W) > 0， because ofthe assumption ofnon-satiation.8) 
The second assumption concerns risk attitude surrounding uncertain wealth. Suppose that the 
investor's wealth only consists of a risky asset， and alI the values which appear in them lie on the 
interval between the greatest value， W max ' and the smalIest value， W min ， with probabilities， Pr 
and 1-Pr， respectively， where 0:; Pr:; 1 . The expected value ofwealth， W， isthen: 
(3-2) E[W] = PrWmax +(l-Pr)Wmin = W 
Figure 6 iIus仕atesthree kinds ofutility function， whose shapes are strictly concave (U"(W)く 0)，
linear ( U" (W) = 0 )， and strictly convex ( U" (W) > 0 ).Corresponding to the wealth levels W max 
and Wmin are the utility values， U(Wm田 ) and U(Wmin)， atpoints A and B respectively. The 
expected utility of W is the weighted average ofthe utility ofrisky wealth， Wmax and Wmin at 
point C， so: 
(3・3) E[U(W)] = Pr[U(Wm阻 )]+ (1-Pr)[U(Wmin)] 





Source : Munechika[2000]，p.96_ 
Figure 6 Risk Attitudes 
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7) Here， utility is expressed as end of period wealth. End of period wealth is simply beginning wealth times 1 plus the 
rate of retum as shown in equation (2・15).Therefore， there is no conceptual problem between the assumption of 
normally distributed stock retums and utility functions of end of period wealth since al the properties discussed 
with respect to wealth also hold with respect to retums 
8) lt implies that more is prefe汀edto les. See Gravele and Rees [1992， pp.68-78] for the assumptions that give the 
desired properties to the individual's preference ordering 
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If the investor prefers receiving a certain wealth of W to receiving a random wealth with 
expected value of W ， the utility of the certain wealth of W would be greater than the expected 
utility of W : 
(3-4) U(W) > E[U(W)] 
This kind of risk attitude is called “risk averse" and depicted by a strictly concave utility function 
as shown in Figure 6-{a). 
Conversely， if the investor prefers receiving a risky wealth with expected value of W to 
receiving a certain wealth of W ， the utility of the certain wealth of W would be smaller than 
the expected utility of W : 
0・5) U(W) く E[U(W)]
This kind of risk attitude is called “risk loving" and depicted by a strictly convex utility function 
as shown in Figure 6一{c).
Finally， ifthe investor equally prefers receiving a certain wealth of W to receiving a random 
wealth with expected value of W ， the utility of the certain wealth of W would be equal to the 
expected utility of W : 
(3-6) U(W) = E[U(W)] 
This kind ofrisk attitude is called "risk neutral" and depicted by a linear utility function as shown 
in Figure 6--{b). 
Certainty equivalent wealth Wc is defined as a certain wealth whose utility is equivalent to 
the expected utility of W ， that is: 
0・7) U(Wc) = E[U(W)] 
Therefore， certainty equivalent wealth Wc of the risk-averter is smaller than the expected wealth 
W: 
0・8) 夙く W
where Wc is found at point D in Figure 6一-(a).The distance between W and Wc shows how 
much of the certain wealth the investor would be willing to give up rather than face risky wealth， 







The risk premium depends on both the variability of possible wealth and the investor's 
degree of risk aversion. Larger variability of possible wealth leads to a greater risk premium. 
Larger concavity ofthe utility function leads to a greater risk premium. The variability ofpossible 
wealth is measured by Var(W)， which is the squared deviation of a random wealth W from its 
expected wealth W . The degree of risk aversion is retlected in the degree of concavity of the 





where U可W)is the rate at which marginaI utility of wealth changes with wealth and where 
U"(W)く O.A parameter ofthe investor's preferences is A(W)， which is caIled the coefficient of 
absolute risk aversion for gambles with mean W . Through mathematical approximation using 
Taylor's theorem， the risk premium is equal to one-half times the coefficient of absolute risk 
aversion times the variance ofthe wealth:9) 
0・10) risk prem伽=ド(W)均 r(W)
If the investor is risk averse (U可W)く 0)，A(W) will be positive. Larger A(W) or larger 
Var(W) Ieads to a larger risk premium. Thus， certainty equivalent wealth Wc is rewritten as: 
。ー川 民 =W -risk premium = W -1A例 均r(W)
In the case of a risk neutraI investor (U"(W) = 0)， A(W) will be zero. The certainty equivalent 
wealth Wc is found at point C in Figure 6-(b)， where Wcニ W . Therefore， there is no cost of risk 
and the risk premium is zero. 
3.2. Quadratic Utility Function 
When we assume that an investor is risk averse， the utility function is depicted as a curve that 
increases monotonically and is concave. The most often used utility function of a risk-averse 
investor is the quadratic function. Generally， a quadratic function is expressed as: 
(3・12) f(x)二 府2+bx+c 
where a"# O. In the case ofa quadratic utility function， the utility function can be exp陀 ssedas 
9) For more discussion on a measure of risk aversion and the risk premium， se Prat (1964) and the mathematical 
appendix in Milgrom and Roberts [1992]， p. 246-247. 
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0・13) U(W) = aW2 +bW 
since U(W)ニoif W = 0 . The variance of W is given by: 
(3-14) Var(W) = E[W -E(W)f 
= E{W2 -2W.E(W)+[E(W)f} 
= E(W2)-E[2W. E(W)]+[E(W)]2 
ニ E(W2) -2E(W). E(W) + E(W)2 
= E(W2)一[E(w)f
Taking the expected value ofthe quadratic utility function yields: 
(3-15) E[U(W)] = E[aW2 +bW] 
= aE(W2)+bE(W) 
If investors acted only on the basis of expected retum and variance， could the investors 
maximize their expected utility? 1n other words， are mean and variance proper and su田cient
criteria for portfolio choice of a rational investor? In answering this question， the assumption that 
the investor's utility function is quadratic has a special meaning in the mean-variance analysis. 
According to equation (3-14)， 
(3・16) E(W2) = Var(W)+[E(W)f 
Substituting equation (3・16)into equation (3-15) gives: 
0・17) E[U(W)] =α{Var(W)+[E(w)f} +bE(W) 
Equation (3・17)shows that expected utility can be defined in terms of means E(W) and 
variances Var(W) when the utility is quadratic. Therefore， the assumption of a quadratic utility 
function is crucial to the mean-variance analysis because it leads to the mean-variance analysis 
being optimum. 
However， there are some restrictions on the quadratic utility function (Hanoch and Levy 
[1970]， p.182). First， it may not represent rational behavior of investors beyond some range. The 
graph ofa quadratic function is a parabola. The point ofintersection ofthe parabola and its axis is 
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called the vertex. The graph of a quadratic utility function of the form U (W) = aW 2 + b W‘where 
a < 0， isa parabola which opens down， as shown in Figure 7. The quadratic utility function 
defined by equation (3・13)is also expressed in the form: 
0・18) U(W) =α(W _h)2 +k 
where b=-2ah，and ah2+k=0. Theaxisis W-h=O， W=h;thevertexis (h，k).IO) 
Non-satiation about wealth says that more wealth is preferred to les. If the investor behaves 
under the non-satiation assumption， then the first derivative of the quadratic utility function must 
be positive: 
0・19) U'(W) = 2aW +b > 0 for al W. 
If W = 0， then b > 0 . To be consistent with non-satiation， the following restriction must hold: 
(3-20) 2aW + b > 0 
Assuming a risk-averse investor， it is necessary that U"(W) = 2aく O.According to these two 
conditions， W is bounded in the range expressed by the following equation， 
(3・21)
2aW >-b 
W く !L= _ -2ah = h 一一一
2a 2a 
where b = -2ah. Therefore， the quadratic utility function does not represent rational investor 
behavior beyond the wealth level of h in Figure 7. 
Second， the degree of risk aversion is everywhere increasing with W for any quadratic 
utility， whereas both empirical observations and theoretical considerations would lead one to 
assume decreasing (absolute) risk aversion. The utility function of a risk-averse investor is 
depicted as strictly concave (U"(W)く 0)，so 
0・22) U"(W) = 2aく O




U'(W) (2aW +b) 
10) A quadratic function of the form f(x) = ax 1 + bx + c is also expressed in the form f(x) = a(x -h)' + k where 
b = -2ah and c = ah' + k . The axis ofthe parabola is x -h = 0， x = h = 0 ; the vertex is (h. k). See Dowling 
[1980]， p.8 
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Figure 7 Quadratic Utility Function 
U(W) 
。 w 
Source : Author's compilation. 
which can be used to measure an investor's absolute risk aversion. lf the investor is risk averse 
( U"(W)く 0)，A(W) wiIl be positive， and conversely， ifthe investor is risk loving ( U" (W) > 0 )， 
A(W) wiIl be negative. lfthe investor is risk neutral (U"(W) = 0)， A(W) wiIl be zero. 
Then， the first derivative of A(W) with respect to wealth， A'(W)， isan appropriate measure 
of how absolute risk aversion behaves with respect to changes in wealth. The condition of 
A'(W) > 0 means that investors reduce the doIlar amount invested in risky assets as wealth 
increases. In this case， the utility function exhibits increasing absolute risk aversion. Conversely， if
A'(W) < 0， investors increase the doIlar amount invested in risky assets as wealth increases， 
which means that the utility function exhibits decreasing absolute risk aversion. Furthermore， if
A'(W) = 0， investors hold the same doIlar amount invested in risky assets as wealth increases， 
which means that the utility function exhibits constant risk aversion.l) According to equation (3・

















then we can write 
(3・25) A(W)二 二2立 =-2az一1
z 
¥) The relationships between A'(W) and changes in absolute risk avcrsion wilh weaIlh are explained in Elton and 
Gruber [195]， pp.217・219.
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Therefore， using the chain rule， the rate of change of A(W) with respect to W will be: 
(3・26)
dA(W) _ dA(W) dz _ '"l ~_ -2 '"l ~ _ 4a2 
A'(W) =一一一一一一一.az ニ 2az-.2a = .1宅一





Equation (3・26)shows that the quadratic utility function indicates increasing absolute risk 
aversion. It implies that investors reduce the dollar amount invested in risky assets as wealth 
increases. However， empirical observations as well as theoretical considerations are consistent 
with the assumption of decreasing absolute risk aversion. We must tum to altemate functions. 
3.3. Other Useful Utility Functions 
Lθ!! Utilitv Function 
Another simple function， which increases monotonically and is concave as wealth increases， 
is the log utility function. The log utility function is convenient since its parameter is consistent 
with the stock's continuously compounded retum. This function has more desirable characぬristics
of explaining investor behavior than the quadratic utility function and also satisfies mean variance 
analysis. The log utility function is given by: 
(3-27) U(W) = loge W = enW 
The first derivative ofthis function is: 
(3-28) U'(W) = W-1 > 0 
since U'(W) = dU(W)jdW = IjW. Equation (3・28)implies that an investor prefers more wealth 
to les. The second derivative is: 
(3-29) U可W)= _W-2く 0，
which implies that the investor is risk averse. Then， the measure of degree of absolute risk 
aversion is given by: 
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(3・30)
-U"(W) 一(_W-2) nr-l 
A(W) =一一一一=一一ーで一 = W
U'(W) W-I 
The first derivative of A(W) is: 
(3-31 )ぷ(W)= -W-2 < 0， 
which implies d出 reasingabsolute risk aversion. Thus， the log utility function is a more desirable 
function since it is consistent with empirical observations of decreasing absolute risk averse 
investor behavior. Moreover， itis possible to discuss the impact of the skewness on portfolio 
choice since the norrnal distribution hypothesis under the log utility function means the lognorrnal 
distribution of security retums as discussed in Section 2.2. 
Cubic Utilitv Function 
ln the case of skewed distribution of security retums， we need an additional parameter to take 
skewness into account. A cubic function， which includes an additional parameter of skewnessヲ isa 
candidate for the utility function. The representative form of a general cubic utility function is: 
(3-32) U(W) = aW3 +bW2 +CW. 
According to the non-satiation assumption， the first derivative ofthe cubic utility function must be 
positive: 
(3-33) U'(W) = 3aW2 +2bW +c > 0 with a，c > 0 and b2く 3ac.
Hanoch and Levy [1970] point out some desirable features of the cubic utility function. First， 
the expected utility also depends on the third moment or the skewness of the security retum 
distribution in addition to mean and variance. Second， it is a monotonically increasing function 
under the restriction of the parameters: a， c > 0 and b2 < 3ac. Third， it allows for other risk 
preference that implies risk-loving， thus showing a convex curve in a certain range of higher 
wealth as shown in Figure 8. 
3.4. Expected Utility and the Mean-Variance Analysis 
How many moments are needed in the utility function? The first moment (expected value) 
represent the return， while the second and higher centraI moments characterize the uncertainty of 
the return， that is， the risk. The risk aversion of any investor can be specified by the preference 
scheme that the investor assigns to the various moments ofthe distribution. Thus， the utility value 
ワ
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Source : Author's compilation 
derived合omthe probability distribution can be written as: 
(3-34) U(W) = E(R)-boσ2 +b]M) -b2M4 +b)MS一・・
where the good moments increasing utility have positive coefficients， while the bad moments 
decreasing utility have negative coefficients. The importance ofthe terms decreases as we proceed 
to higher moments (Bodie， Kane and Marcus [1999]， p.169.). 
Confirming the normal distribution hypothesis on security returns distributions， only two (the 
first and second) moments are required in the utility function since the normal distribution is 
completely defined by its mean and variance. However， empirical studies企equentiyreject the 
hypothesis that return distributions are normal. Can non-normal distribution of security returns in 
statistical results reject the rationality of the mean-variance analysis for portfolio selection? Levy 
and Markowitz [1979] and Markowitz [1991] defend the mean-variance analysis by demonstrating 
empirically that the correct choice of the mean-variance efficient set will give almost optimum 
expected utility. 
Markowitz [1991] examines the issue of whether investors can construct their optimum 
portfolios maximizing their expected utility under the condition of only the expected value and 
variance ofa probability distribution ofreturn on a portfolio known. At first， some Iogarithmic and 
exponentiaI utility functions that approximate well enough increasing and concave functionaI 
forms are selected. Then let's calculate the correlation between respective expected utility of 
se!ected utility functions and its approximation depending only on the mean and variance of the 
distribution ofportfolio returns. 
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For each utility function， and for each probability distribution of annual returns on 149 





where T is the number of periods and ηis the log return defined by equation (2-18). Among 
various approximations of E[U] depending only on the mean and variance of the distribution 
tried in Levy and Markowitz [1979]， the best one， almost without exception， was formulated as the 
following equation: 
0・36) f(E(r)，σ) = U(E(r))+ 0.5U"(E(r))σ2 
where E(r) is the mean value ofthe distribution and σ2 is its variance. Equation (3-36) may be 
thought of as a rule by which， ifwe know the E(r) and σ2 of a distribution， we can guess its 
expected utility. The figures in Table 3 are calculated by using equation (3-36). 
For example， ifU(r) = loge(l + R)， 
日50"20・37) f(E(r)，σ) = loge(l + R)一一一」ιマ
(1 + E(r))ι 
The entry in the second column of the first row reports that， over the 149 probability distributions， 
the correlation between E[U] and f(E(r)，σ) was 0.997 for U(r)ニ loge(1 + R). In most cases 
of the remaining entries in the second column， the correlation was extremely high， usually 
exceeding 0.99. The third and the forth columns show the correlation between E[U] and 
f(E(r)，σ) for a sample of annual and monthly return on one-stock (1948・68)respectively. The 
n食hcolumn shows the correlation between E[U] and f(E(r)，σ) for randomly selected 
portfolios with 5 or 6 securities each. In sum， according to the figures of Table 3， f(E(r)，σ) 
approximates E[U] quite well for the utility functions considered. Marlωwitz [1991] concludes 







Table 3 Correlation Between EU and f (E，ηfor FOllr Historical Distriblltions 
Utility Annual Returns on Annual Returns on Monthly returns on Random Portfolios 
Function 149 Mutual FundsI 97 StockS2 97 Stocks2 。f5 or 6 Stocks3 
Log(I+R) 0.997 0.880 0.995 0.998 
(I+R)" 
a=O.1 0.998 0.895 0.996 0.998 
a = 0.3 0.999 0.932 0.998 0.999 
a=0.5 0.999 0.968 0.999 0.999 
a=0.7 0.999 0.991 0.999 0.999 
。=0.9 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 
-ehペl+R)
b=O.1 0.999 0.999 0.999 0.999 
b=0.5 0.999 0.961 0.999 0.999 
b = 1.0 0.997 0.850 0.997 0.998 
b=3.0 0.949 0.850 0.976 0.958 
b=5.0 0.855 0.863 0.961 0.919 
b= 10. 0.449 0.659 0.899 0.768 
Source: Markowitz (1991) ，p. 472 
Notes: 1) The annual rate of return of the 149 mutual funds are taken from the various annual issues of A. Wiesenberger 
and Company. AlI mutual funds whose rates of retum are repo目edin Wiesenberger for the whole period 1958・
67 are included in the analysis. 
2) This data base of 97 U.S. stocks， available at Hebrew University， had previously been obtained as follows: a 
sample of 100 stocks was randomly drawn from the CRSP (Center for Research in Security Prices， University 
of Chicago) tape， subject to the constraint that al had repo口edrates of retum for the whole period 1948-68. 
Some mechanical problems reduced the usable sample size from 100 to 97. The inclusion only of stocks which 
had reported rates ofreturn during the whole period may have introduced survival bias into the sample. This did 
not appe釘 hannfulfor the pu巾oseat hand. 
3) We randomly drew 5 stocks to constitute the first portfolio; 5 di仔erentstocks to constitute the second portfol io， 
etc. Since we have 97 stocks in our sample， the eighteenth and nineteenth portfolios include 6 stocks each. 
Repetition of this experiment with new random variables produced negligible variations in the numbers 
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4. Mean-Variance Efficient Sets 
4.1. Investor's Preference 
Given a utility function U = U (W)， we can choose some number c such that 
(4・1) U(W) = c 
If we can measure U(W) using two parameters， the expected retum E(r) and its standard 
deviation σ，we obtain: 
(4・2) U(W) = U(E(r)，σ) = c 
This defines a set ofvalues of E(r) and σhaving the property that they aI yield the same value 
c ofthe function. The advantage oftaking a two-variable case is that we can graph the contour set 
satisfシingequation (4-2) in two dimensions， the graph ofwhich are calIed indi仔erencecurves. 
Now we derive indifference curves from equation (4-2). Differentiating equation (4-2) totaIIy 
yields: 
(4・3)
elU(W) 1r/  ， • elU(W) 
dU(W) =一一一一一dE(r)+一一一一'-d，σ=0
elE(r) 
since c is a constant. Note that the differentials dE(r) and d，σmust be such as to keep the 
value ofthe function unchanged at c. 
(4・4) fE(r)dE(r) + fadσ=0 
elU(W) r ~ elU(W) 




since J.σ< 0 (i.e.， risk averse) and fE(r) > O. The ratio of differentiaIs on the Ie氏 canbe 
interpreted as the sIope of the contour at any point. 
d2 E(r) 
The curvature of the contour is determined by the second derivative -=一ーでー Setting
dσ4 









Differentiating equation (4司 6)totally gives: 
ay ，_. ay 




φI ay. ay dE(r) 
一 一一-dσaσ aE(r) dσ 
Dividing both sides of equation (4・8)by 
(4・9)
Substituting equation (4・6)into equation (4・9)results in: 
めJ a 1 ld'. a 1 ld '1 f. 
一一=一一(一一三一)+一一一(一一三一)(一一三一)
dσ8σ IE(r) ， • aE(r) ， iE(r)" iE(r) 
(4・10)
Rearranging equation (4・10)by applying the quotient ruleI2) gives: 
f~(r)/ðð ーんiE(巾 IE(r)/dE(r)ーんIE(r)E(r) 仁
一( 、 、 )一( 、 今 、，、，-)(ーで二一)




fE(r)んE(r)ーんIE(r)E(r)" ld ， ，IE(r)lddーんIE(r)σ、
、句 )(でι)一(、ノ内、e:::..._)
IE(r)ι λE(r) IE(r) L 
(んf止(r1/dE(r)ーん2fEM(r)， JE(rJ;∞ーんI[trld、、F 、ノ今 、F 、，-)一(、 F 今 、e::.._)
ん(r)J IE(r) L 
(んんr)ル川ーん2ん(r)そ)千Jfm+fJE(r)f山)
J E(r) 
=ー上1"'(2ん1[¥r)IE(r)d-f.σ2fE(r)E(r)-fE(Jfσσ) > 0 
IE(r) 
ld.σく 0.13) Therefore， the investor's IE(肘 (r)く0，IE(r)σく 0，ldく 0，IE(r) >0， smce 
preference is shown by the indifference curves as shown in Figure 9. The slope ofthe indifference 
curve becomes steeper as investor's preference becomes more risk averse. 
Now we can plot individual stocks in expected retum-standard deviation space. Individual 
stocks A -F are characterized by the probability distributions oftheir returns， as shown in Figure 























































12) Given f(x) =一一e.and h(x)，.tO， 
h(x) 
el ，elU(WL el'U(W) 
fー=ー(一一一一)=一一一一-
r山 U elσ elE(r)' elE(r)elσ 
el ，elU(W)， el'U(W) 
ん'E(r)= fE{T)(J becaus己fOF(，戸一一一(一一一一)=一一一:--r 
¥r) J L'. ~rJo -Joc¥rJ iJE(r) ~ aσelE(r)elσ 
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According to the utility function discussed above， non-satiation about wealth (i.e. more wealth is 
preferred to les) and risk-averse investors are assumed. The optimal behavior is thus that among 
al investments with a given expected return， investors select the one with the least risk. 
Conversely， among al investments in a given level of risk， they select the one with the highest 
expected retum. This is referred to as the dominance principle. Using the dominance principle 
dU(W) 
reveals that stock A and B are superior investments. Under the condition of一一一一一>0 ， stocks C， 
dE(r) 
dU(W) 
D， E can be eliminated from consideration， while， given ..::..一一一一<0， stocks D， E， F can be .，.._， b._.._ aσ'  












Source : Author's compilation. 









(a) lndividual stocks in risk-return space (b) Probability distributions for individual stocks 
Sourc唱・ Francis[193]， p.608; Author's compilation 
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4.2. Markowitz Diversification 
To understand the essence of risk reduction through portfolio diversification， we consider a 
portfolio composed of two stocks， A and B with expected retums of 8% and 16%， and standard 
deviations of 12% and 20%， respectively (Figure 1). The portfolio retums rpt at time t are the 
joint distribution of r At and rBt: 
(4-12) Pr(rpt) = Pr(r AI ，rBt ) 
The expected retum ofthe portfolio is 
(4・13) E(rp) = E(rA +rB) = E(rA)+E(rB) 
If we form a portfolio in which a proportion X A is invested in stock A and a proportion 
X B = (1-X A) is invested in stock B， the expected retum of the portfolio is: 
(4・14) E(rp) = XAE(rA)+XBE(rB)ニ XAE(rA )+(1-X A )E(rB) 
The risk ofthe portfolio is composed not only ofrespective variances but also ofthe covariance of 
rA and rs・Thecovariance is defined as the expectation ofthe product of rA and rB when both 
are measured as deviations about their means: 
(4-15) Cov(rA，rB) =σAB = E[(rA -E(rA ))(rB -E(rB )] 
Thus， the variance ofthe portfolio is 
件 16) Var(rp) =σ3=VGペrA+ゆ =Va市 A)+Va市 B)+2Cov(μ rB) 
=xfσ/+(I-XA)2σB2+2XA(l-XA)σAB 
The covariance， however is not a rigorous measure of how "strongly" the two stocks are related. 
This is because the covariance is atfected by the standard deviations of retums for individual 
stocks. The concept of measuring the correlation between the two stocks is the correlation 
coefficient P AB ， which is defined as: 
(4-17) 
Cov(rA ，rB)σAB ρAB=Corr(rA，rB)= '，. 'D'=一一一一
σA σBσA σB 
The correlation coefficient， whose value P AB always lies between -1 and +1， makes it clear 
how strongly the two variables are linearly related. 
The portfolio risk varies with the value of the correlation coefficient. Equation (4-16) is 
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expressed by: 
(4・18)
2 _ 2 ， /1 1.)" ¥2 
σp = XAσA" +(l-XA)σB"+2XA(I-XA)PABσAσH 
(4・19)σp=JxAAHI-XA)2σB2+2XA(l-XA)PA内 σB
First， inthe case of P ABニ 1，the portfolio risk is: 
(4-20)σp = XAσA +(1-XA)σB 
The risk is simply the weighted average of the standard deviations of A and B， which is 
iIustrated as the Iocus moves along the straight line合ompoint A to point B in Figure 1. 
There is no risk reduction仕omdiversification. Second， inthe case of P AB = -1 ， by contrast， the 
variance ofthe portfolio is: 
(4引)σ~ = [X AσA一(1-XA)σB]2
and the standard deviation ofthe portfolio is: 
(4・22)σp = XAσAー(1-XA)σBif XAσA一(1-XA)σB~O 
( 4-23)σp =(1-XA)σB -XAσA if XAσA一(I-XA)σBく O
since the square root ofthe variance σp must be nonnegative. 
lt is important to note that the portfolio risk can be reduced by portfolio diversification 
combining A and B. In particular， we can construct a portfolio with zero risk theoretically. By 
setting the standard deviation equaI to zero， and rearranging equations (4・22)and/or (4-23) with 
σp = 0， we obtain: 
(4-24) XA=-EL-and XB=l XA=一三ムー
σA+σ HσA+σB 
When the stocks A and B are held in exactly the above proportions， the portfolio will have zero 
variance at point Z in Figure 1， which is called the zero-variance portfolio. AIl portfolios 
combining A and B on the line仕om A to Z are inefficient. This is because al portfolios 
with a higher expected return on the line from B to Z dominate these portfolios with a Iower 
expected return given the same standard deviation. 
ln practice， the value ofthe correlation coefficient wiII usuaIIy be -1く ρABく 1， so that the 
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Source: Bodie， Kane and Marcus [1999]， p.210; Author's compilation. 
sets of portfolios combining A and B are illustrated not by straight lines， but by curves on the 
expected retum and standard deviation space in Figure 1. Risk reduction through portfolio 
diversification occurs when the standard deviation of the portfolio is smaller than that of either of 
the individual component stocks. Such a portfolio is called the minimum-variance portfolio. As 
the correlation coefficient decreases合om+ 1 to -1， the amount of risk reduction increases. 1 n 
the case that the returns oftwo stocks have a less than perfect positive correlation， the investor can 
reduce the portfolio risk more than the level of weighted average risk on the two stocks. lndeed， 
the essence of the Markowitz diversification is risk reduction by combining assets， which are less 
than perfectly positively correlated. 
The portfolio choice problem oftwo risky assets can be generalized to the case ofmany risky 
assets. AII individual stocks available for investment are plotted as dots on the expected retum and 
standard deviation space in Figure 12. The set of minimum-variance portfolios is depicted as a 
graph of the lowest possible portfolio variance that can be attained for a given expected retumラ
which is referred to as the minimum-variance仕ontier.The minimum-variance po口foliowith the 
lowest standard deviation on the minimum-variance 合ontieris the global minimum variance 
portfolio. The portion of the minimum-variance企ontierthat lies above the global minimum-
variance portfolio is concave while that which lies below the global minimum-variance portfolio is 
convex. Therefore， the Markowitz mean-variance efficient合ontieris the efficient set of portfolios 
with risky securities that satisfies the dominance princip1e， which is depicted as a thick curve in 
Figure 12. 
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Source: Bodie， Kane and Marcus (1999]， p.218; Author's compilation 
The optimal portfolio for investors depends on their risk-retum preferences. A very defensive 
investor might choose a portfolio towards the lower left-hand end of the efficient合ontierlike 
point H， while a very aggressive investor might choose a portfolio at the upper right-hand end Iike 
point G. The superiority of Markowitz diversification is that it can always guarantee attaining the 
efficient 合ontier.Risk reduction through Markowitz diversification is the most effective and 
scIentific way to diversifシsincethe mean-variance analysis reveals the importance of the 
correlation between retums of individual securities. 
5. Conclusion 
We have considered the Markowitz mean-variance analysis in portfolio selection. For 
constructing the optimal portfolio， the ability to estimate accurately the future performances of 
available assets is required. However， the most striking feature of stock prices is their 
randomness. 1n discussing this uncertainty， the mean-variance analysis sets up two hypotheses. 
First， security retums distributions are normally distributed. Second， the mean-variance 
preferences on investors are derived仕omthe expected utility model， in which the most 
合equentlyused function is a quadratic utility function. On the basis of these assumptions， 
portfolio retum and risk can be defined as the mean and its variance respectively. Therefore， the 
rationality of the mean-variance analysis is closely related to the actual plausibility of these 
hypotheses. 
According to the statistical analysis of historical stock returns distributions， the probability 
distributions are characterized as fat tails and high peakness distribution， which is inconsistent 
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with the normal distribution hypothesis. Markowitz [1991] asserts that this inconsistency does not 
necessarily reject the validity of the mean-variance analysis by demonstrating empirically that 
maximization of expected utility of investors can be attained by the right choice of the mean働
variance e田cientset as discussed in Section 3.4. However， itseems that his empirical study 
reveals not only the validity ofthe mean-variance analysis but also its limitation. 
The histogram of the yearly total retums on company stocks in U. S. capital market合om
1926 to 1994 is plotted in Figure 13. The height of the graph gives the number of sample 
observations in the range of the horizontal axis. In Markowitz [1991]， the rates of return of 97 U. S. 
stocks are reported for the period 1948・1968.These years are shaded in Figure 13. During the 69・
year history of common stocks， these two decades are a relatively stable period， which is 
characterized by moderate rates of inf1ation with no serious market crash (Figure 14). Ref1ecting 
these situations， the yearly total returns on company stocks of the period 1948・1968overlapping 
with the analysis of Markowitz [1991] are al located in the central region of the histogram. This 
result seems to be consistent with the indication that the central limit theorem only concems the 
central region of stock returns distributions. 
The Markowitz mean-variance analysis was based on the expected utility theory and the 
normal distribution hypothesis， whose summary is depicted in Figure 15. It is possible to say that 
the empiricaI research of Marl正owitz[1991] aims to prove the compatibility of maximizing 
investors' expected utility and of constructing their optimal portfolio by indicating extremely high 
correlation between expected uti I ityand a function of mean and variance for four historical retum 
distributions. For the central region of the distribution， the normal distribution prediction using 
only its mean and variance might well represent the actual return distribution， even if the actual 
distribution is a non-normal distribution typically characterized as a fat tails and high peakness 
distribution shown in Figure 15. On the other hand， for the tails parts， the actual distribution can 
be very different合omthe normal distribution prediction. These parts coηespond to the most 
dangerous f1uctuations of stock markets. Specification of their nature is of great importance for 
risk control. However， it is impossible to apply the mean-variance analysis based on the normal 
distribution hypothesis to these parts of the distribution. In other words， the mean-variance 
analysis can well define the efficient set ofportfolios in a relatively stable market condition， but its 
applicability wiI decline in a period ofhighly market volatility. 
The worth of Markowitz's [1952] mean-variance analysis rests on revealing prescriptive rules 
for optimal portfolio choice by an individual. "The genius of the approach is its ability to capture 
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much of what matters to investors. Moreover， itserves weII as a base for extensions and 
adaptations designed to accommodate additional aspects of investor's preferences." (Sharpe， W. F. 
[1991]， pp. 492・493.)Although the mean-variance analysis is clearly classified into a normative 
theory rather than a positive one， it approaches normative issues in a positive context. Therefore， 
the improvement of modeling return distributions by econometric advance might be helpful to 
develop more sophisticated theoretical models of rational investor behavior. Even though such 
further research casts doubt on the empirical accuracy of the mean-variance analysis， its 
theoretical importance as a comerstone wiII remain unchanged. 
Figure 13 Histogram of Returns on Common Stocks雫 1926・1994
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Source: Ross， Westerfield and JatTe [1996]， p.233 ; Author's compilation. 
Note Redrawn from Stocks， Bonds， Bills， and 1njlation : 1995 Yearbook™ , annual updates work by Roger 







Figure 14 A $1 Investment in Differellt Types of Portfolios， 1926-1994 
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Source: Ross， Westerfield and Jaffe [1996] ， p.227 
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Figure 15 Foulldationsofthe Mean-VariallcεAllalysis 
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